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ABSTRACT  

Social Media Platforms involve not millions but billions of users around the globe. Interactions on these easily 

available social media sites like Twitter have a huge impact on people. Nowadays, there is undesirable negative 

impact for daily life. These hugely used major platforms of communication have now become a great source of 

dispersing unwanted data and irrelevant information, Twitter being one of the most extravagant social media 

platforms in our times, the topmost popular microblogging services is now used as a weapon to share unethical, 

unreasonable amount of opinions, media. In this proposed work the dishonouring comments, tweets towards 

people are categorized into 9 types. The tweets are further classifying into one of these types or non-shaming 

tweets towards people. Observation says out of the multitude of taking an interested clients who posts remarks 

on a specific occasion, lions share is probably going to modify the person in question. Moreover, it is not the 

non-shaming devotee who checks the increment quicker but of shaming in twitter. 

Keywords: Tweet Classification, User Behaviour, Remove Dishonouring, Public Dishonouring.  

I. INTRODUCTION  

Twitter is an Online Community characterized informally for the utilization of various sites of different genres 

that allows users to connect, discover Themselves their interests. These online made platform gives access to 

people across the globe to connect with people irrespective of their gender, age, religion.  

As everything comes with its own advantages and disadvantages, the children of this generation are introduced 

in a wrong way, before time to various levels of horrifying experiences here by losing their innocence meeting 

vulnerability. There are more issues which social network users are not aware of how they are attacked by 

hosted sites attackers. Today social media has become an integral part of our life, people utilize informal 

organizations, music, recordings, data, sharing pictures, etc. On a business level interpersonal organizations 

permits the user to communicate with different pages in the web. There is Online Web based shopping, 

promoting through advertisements for marketing. Social media platforms other than Twitter like Myspace, 

LinkedIn, and Facebook are also famous and connect various dots in the web world. The shaming which 

happens through this various social media platform have to be controlled as there is psychological 

disturbances, mental health problems happening because of these tweets. Here we have introduced offensive 

language detection, it is an activity of processing the natural languages and to figure out the shaming which is 

based on racism, related to religion, etc. The shaming detection of words are in the English Text Format for the 

comments, reviews on the movies, tweets, personal/political reviews, etc. The 9 types of classification are: 

1. Abusive 

2. Comparison 

3. Passing Judgement 

4. Religious 

5. Sarcasm 

6. Whataboutery 

7. Vulgar 

8. Spam 

9. Non spam. 
 

Basically, work is done into 2 types: 

1. Classifying the tweet is shaming/non-shaming. 

2. If shaming then of which type further giving the user a warning message. 
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3. RELATED WORK 

Dhamir Raniah Kiasat Desrul, AdeRo maDhony: In this paper, the author proposes an abusive language 

detection system for Indonesia by accepting the problem with the help of classifiers: such as Naives Bayes, KNN 

and SVM. They do feature selection between word to co-relate information.[1] 

GuanjunLin, Sun, Surya Nepal, JunZbang, Yamg Xiang, Senior Member, Houcinr Hassan: This paper explains the 

Cyberbullying happening all over the world and concerns about it being a serious threat. Mostly it is found that 

teenagers are victim of such type of crime which are mail spam, facebook , twitter. younger generation are 

using the technology for abusing or harassing digitally rather than using for good purposes like education 

purposes or entertainment as well social. their work suggests solving psychological problems with the help of 

innovative social media system. Which eventually will decrease cyberbullies.[2]  

Justin Cheng, Bernstein, Cristein Danescu,  Niculesu, Mizil, JureLeskove: Twitter trolling disturbs meaningful, 

motivational, emotional discussion in online communication by posting immature and provoking comments. A 

model is designed that guesses the trolling behaviors and also detects the mood of the user which maintain 

individual history and also calculates the trolling behaviors.[3] 

Rajesh Basak, Sural, Senior Member, IEEE, Niloy Ganguly: As many of you know hate speech is a huge current 

problem. It is actually spreading, growing and particularly affects community such as a people of particular 

religion or people of particular color or sudden race etc. This impacts our population highly. It is speech that 

threaten individuals base on natural language religion, ethnic origin, national origin, gender etc. This paper is 

also presenting the survey of hate speech. The online hate speech is also increasing our social media problems. 

The purpose is to implement a system that can detect and report hate to the constant authority using advance 

machine learning with natural language processing.[4]  

Guntur Budi Herwanto, Annisa Maulida Ningutyas, Kurniawan Eka Nugrahaz, I Nyoman Prayan Trisna: If 

continuous bag of words (CBOW) And skip gram in a continuous bag of words or (CBOW) predict the target 

word from the context some like this and skip gram we try to predict the contest word from the target word, 

you may ask why are we trying to predict word when we need vectors for etch word. We all need a smaller 

example because English language has around 13 million words in the dictionary this is quite huge for an 

example. (CBOW) algorithm is working on character level information. [5] 

II. METHODOLOGY 

Ever rising good phones and mobile computing technologies give engineers new opportunities to introduce the 

prevailing processes of Hate Speech Detection in Various platforms. In this system focused in web Application 

We have developed Which receives data in real-time form social media site twitter and do analysis on it and 

categorized it in various labels like spam, shamming, etc. 

• Register  

• Login/logout 

• Add/edit tweets 

• Retrieve Real-time tweets 

• Report preparation 

• Sending / Receiving Tweets among users 

• Analysis On tweets 

• Report On Classification of tweets 

• We produce the mobile application to enhance the Integrity of Social media platform by limiting it’s bad 

use of spreading hateful information. 

In the proposed systemic approach, we formulate the task as classification of problem for the detection and 

mitigation of side effects of online public disgracing. Two main contributions are:  

1) Categorization and automatic classification of disgracing tweets. 

2) Develop a web application for Twitter user to identify Shamers. 

NO. FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS CHARACTERS INVOLVED 

1 Admin (Owner) Web App (Owner) 

http://www.irjmets.com/
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2 List Of User Web App (Owner) 

3 Import Real-time data Web App (Owner) 

4 Tweet Processing tab Web App (Owner) 

5 Keyword Extraction tab Web App (Owner) 

6 Semantic Analysis tab Web App (Owner) 

7 Sentiment Analysis tab Web App (Owner) 

8 POS tagging tab Web App (Owner) 

9 Shaming recognition tab Web App (Owner) 

10 User Login User 

11 Send tweets User 

12 Classification Report User 
 

III. MODELING AND ANALYSIS 

ARCHITECTURE 

The goal is classification of tweets automatically in nine categories. The main functional units are shown in fig 

1. The labelled training set and test set for each category go through the pre-processing and feature extraction 

steps. The training set is used to train the Random Forest (RM). A tweet is labelled non shame if all the 

classifiers label it as negative. 

 
Fig. 1. System Architecture 

ALGORITHM 

The algorithm used here is Random Forest. Random Forest is the most popular and powerful algorithm of 

machine learning.  

Step 1: Assume N as number of training samples and M as number of variables within the classifier.  

Step 2: The number m as input variables to decide the decision at each node of the tree; m should be much less 

than M.  

Step 3: Consider training set by picking n times with replacement from all N available training samples. Use the 

remaining of the cases to estimate the error of the tree, by forecasting their classes.  

Step 4: Randomly select m variables for each node on which to base the choice at that node. Evaluate the best 

split based on these m variables in the training set. 

http://www.irjmets.com/
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Step 5: Each tree is fully grown and not pruned (as may be done in constructing a normal tree classifier). For 

forecasting, a new sample is pushed down the tree. It is assigned the label of the training sample in the terminal 

node it ends up in. This procedure is repeated over all trees in the ensemble, and the average vote of all trees is 

reported as random forest prediction. i.e., classifier having most votes. 

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Using Twitter application programming interface (API), a large number of real time tweets are collected.  Then 

to understand the overall nature of tweets sentiment analysis is performed. Finally, after semantic analysis 

shamming classification is done.  Evaluation metrics for each run are shown in table 

Table 1: Comparison with Existing system  

Evaluation Metrics Support Vector Machine Random Forest 

Precision 59% 60.78% 

Recall 63.15% 69.92% 

F-measure 61% 65.03% 

Accuracy 75% 79.27% 

 

 
Fig 4.1 Homepage 

 

 
Fig 4.2 Login page 

So, in the above two images the screen shots of the Web application are shown. The Fig 4.1 it the homepage of 

the system Fig 4.2 it is shown is of Login page for the Admin and User. 

 

http://www.irjmets.com/
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Fig 4.3 Keyword Extraction 

 

 
Fig 4.4 Sentimental Analysis 

 

 
Fig 4.5 Shaming Recognition 

The above three images are of the Web Application of the project in which the Fig 4.3 shows the Keyword 

Extraction page from where we can see real-time tweets and their information regarding Pos tagging, clusters 

assigned, tweet Id as well as keywords.  In Fig 4.4 here we can see the sentiment analysis as well positive and 

http://www.irjmets.com/
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negative sentiment score for each tweet. Fig 4.5 shows the topics of with the tweet is related as well as 

classification of tweet in shamming, non-shamming, spam, vulgar, religious, etc. 

V. CONCLUSION 

Public detection has led to identify Shaming contents. Shaming words can be mined from social media. 

Shaming detection has become quite popular with its application. This system allows users to find offensive 

word count with the data and their overall polarity in percentage is calculated using classification by machine 

learning. But add some points incumbent on everyone to consider both contexts and consequences. 
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